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Geometric correlations between jets as part of hard processes or in addition to hard processes
are key ingredients to many LHC analyses. Fox–Wolfram moments systematically describe these
correlations in terms of spherical harmonics. These moments, either computed from the tagging
jets or from all jets in each event, can significantly improve Higgs searches in weak boson fusion.
Applications of Fox–Wolfram moments in LHC analyses obviously surpass jets as analysis objects
as well as Higgs searches in terms of analyses.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Fox–Wolfram moments are an established tool to analyze geometric patterns in QCD [1], but have never been
employed at the LHC [2]. The structure of jet activity in association with a hard process is a crucial feature
for many LHC analyses, in the Higgs sector [3, 4] as well as in new physics searches [5]. For example, the Higgs
discovery by ATLAS [6] and CMS [7] relied on information about jets produced in association with the Higgs
boson in several different channels. The most established LHC search based on information from additional
jets is weak-boson-fusion (WBF) Higgs production [8–10], i.e. Higgs production together with two relatively
hard forward tagging jets [11]. In addition to the two forward tagging jets WBF Higgs production predicts a
lack of central jet activity between them [12–14]. We propose to analyze the jet activity for example in WBF
Higgs production based on the general framework of Fox–Wolfram moments [1, 2]. For our first study of the jet
geometry this process has the advantage that it includes jets with very different origin: the WBF Higgs signal
uses two tagging jets from the hard process, its Z+jets background comes with two radiated QCD jets, and in
the tt¯ background at least one decay jet acts as a tagging jet.
Fox–Wolfram moments originate in an expansion of jet–jet correlations in terms of spherical harmonics.
They are constructed by summing all jet–jet correlations over all 2`+1 directions with a momentum dependent
weight. This way they are sensitive to the number of jets in the final state, their angular correlation, and their
energy distribution. Historically, Fox–Wolfram moments have been an alternative to the usual event shapes [15].
They were tested in the Aleph Higgs search in the four-jet channel, but did not get used in the final analysis.
On the other hand, with some definition of the weight they are available in Pythia [16] and have been used in
B physics. The question is what we can learn from them for Higgs physics at the LHC.
The objects which enter the computation of Fox–Wolfram moments do not have to be jets. Because they
are closely related to event shapes it is even likely that some kind of calorimeter entry, particle flow object,
or topocluster will eventually turn out to be more efficient. We make our first case based on jets because jets
allow us to relatively easily reduce effects from underlying event and pile-up on the moments. Keeping all jets
hard and well separated also ensures that perturbative QCD is applicable, so we can trust the predictions from
standard QCD Monte Carlo generators with a parton shower.
The structure of this paper is simple. First, we introduce the Fox–Wolfram moments and determine what
kind of weight factors are most appropriate for our purpose. Then we compute Fox–Wolfram moments from
the two tagging jets alone and test how they can improve the WBF Higgs analysis. Finally, we repeat this
analysis with moments including correlations between all observed jets.
II. FOX–WOLFRAM MOMENTS
For many decades we have known that QCD events can be very efficiently described by the geometry of the
partons. This geometry can be analyzed at the level of energy deposition, using event shapes, or based on
reconstructed jets. At the LHC the latter have the advantage that effects from underlying event and pile-up
should be easier to remove. Therefore, we will in this paper focus on the geometric correlations between jets.
For example, cosmological analyses parameterize angular correlations in terms of spherical harmonics. Fox–
Wolfram moments are based on a superposition of spherical harmonics, Y m` (θ, φ), where θ and φ are the usual
spherical coordinates. They were originally defined as [1]
H` =
4pi
2`+ 1
∑`
m=−`
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1
Y m` (Ωi)
|~pi|√
s
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (1)
where the index i sums over all final state objects which can be defined anywhere at the detector or jet level.
In Sec. III we will start by limiting ourselves to Fox–Wolfram moments computed from the two tagging jets
(N = 2) while in Sec. IV we will also include additional QCD jets with an event-by-event choice of N . The
angular distance Ωi assumes a reference axis which as we will see drops out. The denominator
√
s is the energy
of all states i, ensuring the normalization 0 < H` < 1. The weight factor |~pi|/
√
s is only one possible choice so
we will adapt it to hadron collider physics later.
3We can rewrite Eq.(1) to express the dependence on the total angle between each final state object using the
addition theorem for spherical harmonics
H` =
N∑
i,j=1
|~pi|√
s
|~pj |√
s
4pi
2`+ 1
∑`
m=−`
Y m` (Ωi)Y
m∗
` (Ωj)
=
N∑
i,j=1
|~pi||~pj |
s
P`(cos Ωij) , (2)
with the distance measure cos Ωij = cos θi cos θj + sin θi sin θj cos(φi − φj).
At hadron colliders it may be better to use a weight based on the products of transverse momenta and
normalized to their squared sum [2]. We study different weight factors Wij , namely
Hx` =
N∑
i,j=1
W xij P`(cos Ωij) , (3)
with the specific choices
W sij =
|~pi||~pj |
s
=
|~pi||~pj |
(
∑
pi)
2 W
p
ij =
|~pi||~pj |
|~p|2tot
=
|~pi||~pj |
(
∑ |~pi|)2
WTij =
pTi pTj
p2T,tot
=
pTi pTj
(
∑
pTi)
2 W
z
ij =
pzi pzj
p2z,tot
=
pzi pzj
(
∑
pzi)
2
W yij =
|yi − y¯|−1|yj − y¯|−1
(
∑ |yi − y¯|−1)2 W 1ij = 1 (4)
For the rapidity-based weight we use y¯ for the average rapidity of the two tagging jets.
To compare the performance of the different weights listed in Eq.(4) we need a reference process at the LHC.
Higgs searches use the QCD structure of signal events in the search for weak-boson-fusion Higgs production [8,
9, 17]. This is why we use it, with a decay H → τ+τ− as the reference channel for our feasibility study. The
Higgs decay products do not enter our analysis; to define the backgrounds we assume that both of the taus
decay leptonically. Two major background processes with distinctly different jet geometries are Z + n jets
production at order ααns and top pair production [9]. Again, we do not include the Z → τ+ τ− decays or the
W → τν decays, but we do include the corresponding branching ratios for H,Z → τ+τ− and tt¯ → bb¯`+`−ν¯ν
in all total cross section results shown. Our focus is on the jets from the hard process of the Higgs signal, the
QCD jet radiation in the Z+jet process and the decay jets in addition to the QCD jet radiation in top pair
production. From jet scaling studies we know that the number of jets and their transverse momentum spectra
are very different [12, 13]. Using the Fox–Wolfram moments we focus on their angular correlations.
We use Sherpa [18] with Ckkw merging [19] to generate merged samples of WBF H plus up to three hard
jets, Z plus up to two hard jets and tt¯ plus up to one hard jet. Subsequent parton showering and hadronization
is modeled also with Sherpa. For jet clustering, we use an anti-kT algorithm as implemented in Fastjet [20]
with R = 0.4, i.e. the size of the jets will be small compared to their separation.
Our signature consists of two (central) Higgs decay products plus two tagging jets. The acceptance cuts for
the two tagging jets are
pTj > 20 GeV |yj | < 5.0 ∆Rj1j2 > 0.7 . (5)
In addition to these minimal cuts we account for the tagging jet geometry by placing an additional cut on their
invariant mass,
mj1j2 > 600 GeV . (6)
Usually, WBF analyses apply two additional conditions on the tagging jets, namely
yj1 · yj2 < 0 (jets in opposite hemispheres)
|yj1 − yj2 | > 4.4 (jets widely separated) (7)
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Figure 1: Fox–Wolfram moments for ` = 2, 17 with the weight factors W sij (left), W
z
ij (center), and W
T
ij (right). All jets
entering the moments pass the basic acceptance cuts of Eq.(5) and Eq.(6).
These latter two cuts have little impact after a hard invariant mass criterion of Eq.(6) and harm the extraction
of the underling coupling structure [21].
In Fig. 1 we show selected Fox–Wolfram moments for the Higgs signal and the two background processes for
three of the weights shown in Eq.(4). All events pass the acceptance cuts Eq.(5) as well as the mminjj condition
which significantly improves the signal-to-background ratio. All jets surviving Eq.(5) and Eq.(6) are included in
the moments. That is, in Fig. 1 and in Sec. IV we do not limit the moments to just two tagging jets. From the
curves it is clear that W sij is less efficient at discerning between the signal and backgrounds. This trend persists
for other moments not shown. All weights except for W sij and W
z
ij ensure that the range for the moments is
0 ≤ H` ≤ 1 and preserve the different shapes of H` for even or odd moments. Without showing detailed results
we conclude that W yij is not very efficient in extracting the WBF signal. W
T
ij and W
p
ij , and to some degree W
1
ij ,
have more power to separate the different background from the signal, so we focus on them for the rest of this
paper..
For different values of ` the Fox–Wolfram moments H` reflect the strongly oscillatory behavior of the Legendre
polynomials. This can be viewed as a change in the resolution with which the Fox–Wolfram moments probe
the structure of the QCD jet geometry. We illustrate these patterns based on a toy model with only two final
state objects, N = 2. This corresponds to the distinctive tagging jets in WBF Higgs production.
To simplify the functional form of the weights Wij we denote |~p2| = rp |~p1| and pT2 = rT pT1 with rp,T = 0...1.
Expanding the sum in the definition Eq.(3) yields
H`(Ω12, r) =
1 + 2rP`(cos Ω12) + r
2
1 + 2r + r2
(r = rp,T ) . (8)
When the two jets are back-to-back the even and odd moments each display general properties. For all even
moments Ω12 → pi implies H` → 1, independent of r. For all odd moments, we find H` → 0 in the limit r → 0.
These general trends are apparent in Fig. 2 which shows selected Fox–Wolfram moments given by Eq.(8) as a
function of Ω12 and r.
Also in the limit r → 0, the Fox–Wolfram moments depend on the angle only weakly and essentially become
independent of `. That is to say, for strongly hierarchical jets the moments defined including a momentum
dependent weight are not a good descriptor of jet geometry, as all values of ` for all values of Ω12 will tend
towards unity.
The power of the moments based only on two back-to-back tagging jets lies in the r & 0.4 regime. While
for ` = 1 the shape of the Legendre Polynomial dominates, higher values of ` make the Fox–Wolfram moments
more sensitive to larger and larger angles between the two (tagging) jets. For moderate even ` a pair of WBF
tagging jet will typically give H4 ∼ 1, independent of r. Less widely separated jet are limited to H4 . 0.5.
Odd values, for instance H5, have a distinct dependence on r, where WBF tagging jets will give H5 ∼ 1 for
5r
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Figure 2: Fox–Wolfram moments Hp,T` for two jets as a function of Ω12 and r = rp,T . We show the analytic result in
our toy model. Eq.(8)
hierarchical jets with r → 0 and H5 → 0 for balanced jets r → 1. We will see that for typical tagging jets the
maximum ranges around H5 ∼ 0.7.
Finally, large ` values increase the sensitivity to the details of forward jet emission, for example distinguishing
collinearly enhanced QCD jet radiation in Z+jets events from finite-pT tagging jets in Higgs production. As
we can see in Fig. 2, H19 is highly sensitive to signal events peaking around Ω12 = pi. For background processes
with a broad range of central jets this region has a discernibly smaller impact. Because H19 is an odd moment
its r dependence will still lead to a strong peak around values of 0.7 for WBF events. To take away from Fig. 2,
different regions in the (Ω12, r) plane translate into distinct regimes in H`:
• for even ` small values of H` are not allowed; intermediate values 0.3 . H` . 0.7 appear for democratic
jet radiation r & 0.4; large values H` & 0.7 come from three regimes: strongly ordered jets r . 0.4,
collinear jets Ω . 0.1 or back-to-back jets Ω & 0.9.
• for odd ` small values H` . 0.3 indicate symmetric back-to-back jets; intermediate values 0.3 . H` . 0.7
correspond to relatively large r values with a sizeable angular separation; large H` & 0.7 values are only
possible for collinear or very hierarchical jets.
The distinction between collinear and back-to-back jets through the low-H` regime suggests that odd Fox–
Wolfram moments are more sensitive to WBF production processes. We will test the quantitative impact of
both patterns in Sec. III based on an appropriate simulation.
Once we include more than two jets, even moments can take small values. Consider for example an event
with three democratic planar jets, i.e. pT2/pT1 = 0.7 and pT3/pT1 = 0.3. If the hardest two jets are mostly
forward-backward and the third jet is central, we obtain HT4 ∼ 0.2.
In the definition, Eq.(3), we see that the angular dependence of the Fox–Wolfram moments alone does not
allow us to separate azimuthal and polar angular separation of the jets. This means that Hp will be insensitive to
the details of the opening angle. However, for HT the weight introduces a sensitivity to the polar vs azimuthal
separation. This may make it possible to study the CP nature of the resonance based on the well-known
differences in azimuthal angle and in rapidity between the tagging jets [21].
We can simply apply a few useful trigonometric identities and see how the Legendre polynomials P` are a
function of
cos Ωij =
1
2
[
cos θ
(+)
ij
(
1− cosφ(−)ij
)
+ cos θ
(−)
ij
(
1 + cosφ
(−)
ij
)]
. (9)
We introduce the compact notation θ
(+)
ij ≡ θi + θj and θ(−)ij ≡ θi− θj and likewise for φ(±)ij . Weighting HT` with
pT introduces a dependence on the polar angle through
pTi pTj = |~pi||~pj | sin θi sin θj = |~pi||~pj |
2
(
cos θ
(−)
ij − cos θ(+)ij
)
, (10)
6so the full dependence of H` on the angular correlations becomes
HT` =
1
2p2T,tot
N∑
i,j=1
|~pi||~pj |
(
cos θ
(−)
ij − cos θ(+)ij
)
P`(θ
(±)
ij , φ
(−)
ij ) . (11)
III. TWO TAGGING JETS
Tagging jets are the key to identifying Higgs bosons with a decay to tau pairs. In addition, they allow us
to extract weak-boson-fusion events from the large gluon-fusion background, one of the key ingredients to a
Higgs coupling measurement [22]. Usually, we require (at least) two additional jets fulfilling the conditions
in Eqs.(5)-(7). In addition, the Higgs decay products have to lie centrally between the two tagging jets, a
requirement we do not make explicit because we omit any information about the Higgs decay product for the
sake of a most general study. Eventually, it can be added to further improve the signal-to-background ratios
quoted in our analysis. From the study of Higgs coupling structures we know that Eq.(7) with an explicit cut
on ∆yjj removes one of the most promising observables from the analysis [21].
In this section we use Fox–Wolfram moments only for the leading two tagging jets in the Higgs signal and
the Z+jets and tt¯+jets backgrounds, i.e. we replace Eq.(3) by
Hp,T` =
2∑
i,j=1
W p,Tij P`(cos Ωij) . (12)
Additional contributions from QCD jets will enter in Sec. IV. Without touching a general jet veto, we never-
theless apply a b veto to the top pair background, i.e. we veto b jets from the top decays fulfilling
pTb > 20 GeV |yb| < 2.5 (13)
with an efficiency of 60%. We show the cut flow for this very basic jet-only analysis in Tab. I. It will serve as
a baseline to evaluate the performance of cutting on Fox–Wolfram moments in addition to the standard WBF
cuts. All numbers in Tab. I should be taken with a grain of salt. They only include part of the information
from the actual WBF H → ττ analysis [9], where we achieve a signal-to-background ratio S/B = O(1). What
is important for our considerations is only the efficiency of the shown cuts in rejecting backgrounds.
Using all events passing the mminjj cut in Tab. I we evaluate a set of Fox–Wolfram moments in order to
estimate their power in improving the weak-boson-fusion Higgs search. The first question is if we can replace
the cuts on y1 · y2 and on ∆yjj with Fox–Wolfram moments computed from the two tagging jets. In Fig. 3 we
show Hp,T` for a set of even (left two columns) and odd (right two columns) moments. In general, both of them
distinguish equally well between signal and backgrounds, with a slight quantitative advantage for even HT` .
Only looking at the two tagging jets the Z+jets background with its forward jet radiation tends to be similar
to the signal. The mminjj cut has removed most of the Z+jets events which look significantly different from the
Higgs signal while the hard and central decay jets in top pair production tend to have a more unique shape.
As we will see in Sec. IV the key to distinguishing WBF H+jets production from QCD Z+jets production is
the jet activity in addition to the two tagging jets [12–14].
WBF H + 2 jets QCD Z + 2 jets tt¯+ 1 jet S/B
acceptance % fail σ(fb) % fail σ(fb) % fail σ(fb)
18.7 115000 17200 1/7070
pTj > 20 GeV 29.4 13.2 93.2 7820 9.63 15500 1/1767
|yj | < 5.0 1.49 13.0 0.97 7740 0.182 15500 1/1788
∆Rjj > 0.7 2.73 12.6 3.84 7440 2.32 15100 1/1789
mjj > 600 GeV 68.9 3.92 96.6 253 95.8 634 1/226
b-veto 0 3.92 0 253 54.0 292 1/139
y1 · y2 < 0 1.41 3.86 9.17 230 13.8 252 1/125
∆yjj ≥ 4.4 13.9 3.32 31.8 157 66.1 85.4 1/73
Table I: Cut flow of the signal and background processes after the cuts Eq.(5)-(7) and the b veto defined in Eq.(13).
The rates include the branching ratios H,Z → τ+τ− and two leptonic top quarks, but no requirements on the leptons.
The usual cuts requiring central Higgs decay products of the central jet veto are not applied in this table.
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Figure 3: Normalized distributions of Fox–Wolfram moments computed only from the two tagging jets for ` = 2 −
5, 8, 9, 12, 19 with weight factors W pij (left) and W
T
ij (right) for WBF H signal (green), Z+2 jets (brown) and tt¯+1 jet
(blue). All events pass the cuts Eq.(5) and Eq.(6).
H0 and H1 do not have sufficient resolution to discriminate signal and backgrounds and are not shown. The
first non-trivial even moment H2 shows a narrow peak for the Higgs signal, but even the top pair background
does not look significantly different. As discussed in Sec. II even moments do not take values Hp,T` . 0.3.
The lowest odd moment, H3, shows the events with back-to-back jets in the low-H
T
3 regime. The Higgs and
Z topologies clearly prefer this region, with 62% and 55% of their events giving HT3 < 0.3. Note that this
percentage is nowhere close to 100%, which means that the back-to-back criterion imposed by HT3 is harder
than even the typical signal events can pass. In contrast, top pairs reside in the intermediate regime with a
peak at H3 ∼ 0.7, only 35% of them lie below HT3 < 0.3. Large values of H3 only appear for Hp3 , independent
of the production mechanism. The reason is that the entire momentum instead of just its transverse direction
gives a smaller ratio rp for not quite balanced jets in the beam direction.
Moving towards larger values of ` the odd moments become less sensitive because H` resolves forward jets
better. Eventually, most of the WBF Higgs are not sufficiently back-to-back to contribute to the low-H` regime.
WBF H + 2 jets QCD Z + 2 jets tt¯+ 1 jet S/B
acceptance % fail σ(fb) % fail σ(fb) % fail σ(fb)
b-veto 3.92 253 292 1/139
HT3 < 0.3 38.4 2.41 44.4 141 64.6 103 1/101
HT4 > 0.8 35.8 2.52 48.1 131 73.3 78.0 1/83
HT8 > 0.7 50.1 1.96 60.5 100 81.6 53.7 1/78
HT12 > 0.7 64.5 1.39 73.0 68.3 88.0 35.0 1/74
Table II: Cut flow of the signal and background processes applying cuts on the Fox–Wolfram moments of Eq.(12)
weighted with pT , calculated with only the two leading jets. The first line starts from the event numbers after the m
min
jj
cut and the b-veto in Tab.I.
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Figure 4: Left: correlations between HT3 with H
p
3 and H
T
4 computed from the two tagging jets alone. Right: Normalized
distributions for HT7 and H
T
8 computed from the two tagging jets alone and after requiring H
T
3 < 0.3. All events in this
figure pass the basic cuts Eq.(5) and Eq.(6), but not the final ∆yjj requirement.
In that situation the even moments HT4 to H
T
8 turn out more useful. Their regimes r . 0.4 and Ω > 0.9 are
merged and allow us to reject top pairs not only based on the geometry of the tagging jets but also on the
pT hierarchy between them. In the range H
T
4 > 0.7 which includes back-to-back configurations as well as
strongly ordered jets, we find 76% of the Higgs events, 62% of the Z+jets background, and 40% of the top pair
events. Because the resolution of H3 and H4 is similar, cutting on H
T
4 does not only extract the typical WBF
back-to-back tagging jet geometry. This correlation is further watered down when we replace HT by Hp.
To answer the first question about replacing the ∆yjj cut we show results for cuts on the different Fox–
Wolfram moments in Tab. II. As suggested above we start by removing the large-HT3 events. Alternatively, we
can require large values for medium-` even moments. Indeed, it is possible to separate signal and background
events using Fox–Wolfram moments. Z+jets events are more similar to the Higgs signal than top pair produc-
tion, just as expected. Compared to the geometric cut benchmarks shown in Tab. I the Fox–Wolfram moments
based on two tagging jets achieve a similar improvement of S/B but with significantly smaller efficiencies. While
they are indeed sensitive to the geometry of the jets from the hard production process, QCD jet radiation, or
decays, they cannot entirely replace the well-known geometric cuts in WBF analyses [8–10].
Before moving on, we need to study correlations between the different moments, because we know from
Sec. II that different kinds of events populate well-defined regions for different Fox–Wolfram moments. It is
fairly obvious that even or odd moments are correlated among themselves. Following Sec. II an increase in ` for
even or odd moments dominantly increases the resolution for example in the back-to-back regime. The answer
is less obvious when we consider correlations between even and odd moments or between different weights
W p,T . In Fig. 4 we show the correlations between the useful HT3 and its full-momentum counter part H
p
3 as
well as the closest even moment HT4 . Both show a clear correlation, but with significant deviations from the
dominant pattern. To quantify the effect of correlations on the analysis we first require HT3 < 0.4 and then
show higher Fox–Wolfram moments only based on the remaining events. Surprisingly, the just slightly higher
odd moment HT5 still shows significant potential in separating signal and backgrounds. The even moment H
T
8
retains essentially all its distinguishing features, no matter if we cut on HT3 or not. This suggests that we
should treat the different Fox–Wolfram moments as correlated, but by no means reducible to one even and one
odd pattern.
If Fox–Wolfram moments computed from the two tagging jets alone cannot replace geometric cuts altogether,
the question becomes how much they add after all the geometric cuts listed in Tab. I. In Fig. 5 we show a
selected set of transverse Fox–Wolfram moments HT for signal and background events after applying all cuts
including ∆yjj > 4.4 defined in Eq.(7). At this stage the usual WBF cuts on the tagging jets have been
exhausted. Some of the even HT` distributions clearly distinguish top pair production on the one hand from
H+jets and Z+jets on the other. Unfortunately, not even the large-` moments will be able to clearly distinguish
between Higgs and Z production. Any kind of improvement in S/B will only arise because of a reduction of
the top background. As an example, following Fig. 5 we can require HT12 > 0.7 to improve S/B ∼ 1/73 to 1/57,
but without a beneficial effect on S/
√
B.
Summarizing the analysis of Fox–Wolfram moments computed from tagging jets only, the moments will not
replace kinematic cuts on the tagging jet geometry altogether. However, they add useful information on the
Higgs signal and the Z+jets and tt¯ backgrounds at different stages of the analysis. Even after applying all the
usual WBF tagging jet cuts, the top pair background in particular can be further suppressed just based on the
tagging jet correlations phrased in terms of H`. Moreover, the different moments are less correlated than one
might have guessed from the toy model discussed in Sec. II.
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Figure 5: Normalized distributions of Fox–Wolfram moments computed from the two tagging jets only for ` = 2 −
5, 8, 9, 12, 19 with a weight factors WTij for WBF H+1 jet signal (green), Z+2 jets (brown) and tt¯+1 jet (blue). All
events pass the full set of QCD cuts Eqs.(5)-(7).
IV. ALL JETS
In addition to the hallmark tagging jets with a very large invariant mass and sizeable transverse momentum
the key to WBF Higgs analysis is the reduced central jet activity. It can be understood in two different ways.
First, weak boson fusion does not include any color correlations between the two quark legs. In that sense, it
consists of two distinct deep inelastic scattering processes. QCD corrections involving a gluon exchange between
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Figure 6: Normalized distributions on Fox–Wolfram moments computed from all available jets for ` = 2− 5, 8, 9, 12, 19
with weight factors W pij (left) and W
T
ij (right) for WBF H+1 jet signal (green), Z+2 jets (brown) and tt¯+1 jet (blue).
All events pass the cuts Eq.(5) and Eq.(6).
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Figure 7: Normalized distributions of Fox–Wolfram moments computed from all jets for ` = 2 − 5, 8, 9, 12, 19 with a
weight factor WTij for WBF H+1 jet signal (green), Z+2 jets (brown) and tt¯+1 jet (blue). All events pass the full set of
QCD cuts, Eqs.(5)-(7).
the two quark legs are exactly zero. The only source of small virtual gluon contributions is the interference
between the two diagrams with exchanged tagging jets, but with hardly any common phase space. Just like
virtual gluon exchange central, real gluon emission between the two tagging jets is strongly suppressed. QCD
radiation only occurs in the direction of the incoming and outgoing quark legs [12].
Alternatively, we can study the jet radiation pattern by counting additional jets. For any kind of background
process the large value of mjj generates an enhanced probability for central jet radiation, leading to a Poisson
distribution in the number of jets. For the WBF signal the large values of mjj are natural, so the radiation
pattern remains staircase, with a significantly reduced radiation probability for the first few emissions [13].
Independent of the physics picture, the reduced radiation of central jets is usually exploited by a central
jet veto above a pT threshold around 20 GeV. The question is if we can make use of the geometry of these
additional jets instead of or before throwing them away [23].
Just like in Sec. III we show a set of Fox–Wolfram moments for the Higgs signal and the two backgrounds.
The only difference between Fig. 6 and Fig. 3 is that instead of only the tagging jets we now include all jets
passing Eq.(5) in the definition of the moments, Eq.(3). All events pass the mminjj cut in Tab. I. Again, we
show the two different weights Hp` and H
T
` . The Fox–Wolfram moments based on all jets are not very different
from those based on the tagging jets only, except that for even moments the additional jets can in principle
populate HT` < 0.3 due to the central jet activity as discussed in the toy example for three planar jets at the
end of Sec. II. Specifically for the Higgs signal, the majority of events do not even have an additional hard
jet, so the two distributions are largely identical. Even moments are still largely limited to HT` > 0.3 and
show a clear peak towards HT` ∼ 1. However, for Z+jets some moments change, starting with HT4 and giving
very visible differences between the Higgs signal and the Z background for HT8 or H
T
10. This is not entirely
unexpected, because a veto on additional jets can also distinguish these two channels. Top pair production
with three relatively hard jets, two from the top decays and one from QCD radiation, shows a distinct peak
for example around HT8 ∼ 0.3.
From Sec. III we know that Fox–Wolfram moments are not sufficiently effective to replace the tricky ∆yjj
cut in the standard WBF analyses. In Fig. 7 we show the same moments with the transverse weight factor
including all WBF cuts Eqs.(5)-(7). As expected, the sensitivity to the differences in H+jets and Z+jets
production is reduced. Jets radiated off the hard WBF process and QCD jet radiation become very similar at
this stage. The most noticeable difference is that the Z+jets background tends towards smaller even moments
without the sharp edge around HT` = 0.3. This effect is numerically limited because the usual weights Wij in
the Fox–Wolfram moments penalize jets with low (transverse) momentum, so soft additional jets have relatively
little impact. This is different for the hard top decay jets, so we see that high even moments HT8 or H
T
12 can be
used to remove events where the addition non-tagging jets have a visible impact. A simple cut on one of these
moments can improve S/B from the value 1/73 quoted in Tab. I to 1/50, keeping the majority of signal events.
To understand further how the low (transverse) momentum jets are restricted by the presence of momentum
dependent weights, we show moments with unit weight W 1ij in Fig. 8. The most noticeable difference in
comparison to Fig. 7 are the sharper peaks in the H+jets and Z+jets distributions due to the uninhibited
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Figure 8: Normalized distributions of Fox–Wolfram moments computed from all jets for ` = 2−5, 8, 9, 12, 19 with weight
factor W 1ij for WBF H+1 jet signal (green), Z+2 jets (brown) and tt¯+1 jet (blue). All events pass the full set of QCD
cuts, Eqs.(5)-(7).
presence of softer jet radiation. This can be better understood in the H+jets and Z+jets case, where there are
typically only two jets passing the full set of QCD cuts of Eq.(5)-(7), by referring to the two-jet toy model of
Sec. II in the case r = 1. Here we see for example that the sharp peaks at low H1` correspond to small total
angles between the jets which are not dampened with a choice of unit weight.
It is also worth emphasizing that because the moments are not defined with respect to a preferred axis, they
cannot select jets in a specific region. Hence, the moments cannot be used to, for instance, emphasize central
jets in the absence of forward-backward jet activity. We verified this using W yij of Eq.(4) as a weight that favors
low rapidity jets. While HT` cannot replace a jet veto altogether, it certainly includes useful information which
will improve the WBF analysis. As shown in Fig. 4, Fox–Wolfram moments should be included as a somewhat
correlated set of new observables.
V. OUTLOOK
In this first study we have shown that Fox–Wolfram moments [1] based on jets are very useful tools to improve
many LHC analyses benefiting from information about the QCD structure of signal and background events.
Our example process is weak-boson-fusion Higgs production with tagging jets described by the hard matrix
element. Two leading backgrounds are Z+jets where the tagging jets come form QCD radiation and top pair
production, where at least one of the tagging jets will be a top decay jet.
For weak boson fusion the key questions are how much information we can extract from the Fox–Wolfram
moments before we apply a cut on the rapidity separation of the two tagging jets or before we apply a jet veto.
We have shown that moments either based on the two tagging jets alone or based on all jets in the event show
distinctly different features for the three signal and background processes. We have tested different weights
entering the definition of the Fox–Wolfram moments in Eq. (3). At least for the tagging jets a weight based on
transverse momenta is the most useful [2]. On the other hand, for a study of the jet activity, alternative weights
might be helpful. In addition, we have seen that the full set of odd and even moments cannot be reduced to one
or two representative moments; they should be considered as a new class of correlated but individually useful
LHC observables.
Clearly, we did not present a conclusive final study on Fox–Wolfram moments at the LHC. Many aspects
can and have to be improved, from the physical objects entering the moments to the choice of weights or an
exhaustive study of their correlations. In an era where we are becoming more and more confident in exploiting
QCD features for many LHC analyses Fox–Wolfram moments have the potential to play a key role as universal
analysis tools.
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